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Today we are going to talk a little about photo blogging. If you are anything like me you have hundreds or

maybe even thousands of pictures on your computer, camera, phone or in albums. The problem is that

they are all over the place, they are hard to find, and they are difficult to share with your friends and family

if they are sitting on your camera or in an album somewhere. Now there is a better way. You can create a

special blog which is geared specifically towards photo blogging. You can now quickly and easily put your

photos up for the world to see (or just those you want to share with). You can organize them into

categories to make them easy to find. It is the best way to share with others. It will also help you to

organize your own photos. Creating your personal photo blog is all well and good, but there is something

else you can do that can make you a lot of money. If have a particular interest (who doesn't) you could

create a niche photo blog. For instance let's say you are interested in bird watching. You could create a

niche blog on that topic and post pictures on it of the birds you photograph. You can then monetize the

blog accordingly. Since you are posting content to this blog the search engines will pick it up and you will

get targeted traffic. You can earn cash just for doing something you love doing. Best of all - the software
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is free. You have full control over your content since you put the blog on your own domain (www

address). This is all explained in the videos. The cost is peanuts for a domain and hosting.
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